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Marti et al. (1997) suggested "that the vertical can play a 
role lateral This idea is based on 
the "coincidence betvveen the fonnation of the and 
tvvo of the events (Guajara and Diego Herruindez)" 
which "suggest a mechanical connection betvveen these processes." In our 
opinion, the present data do not support their model. Moreover, me authors 
did not cite the work of Ffuter et al. (1994) and Ancochea et al. (1995), in 
which another model of the and evolution of 
the Las Cafiadas edifice is presented. 
Marti et al. (1997, Fig. according 
to the indicated the existence of three 
volcanic cycles of continuous the last 2 my m 
the 1994 paper, these cycles were said to be by of 
d011TIC:illCY of more than 100 The contradiction betvveen both models is 
difficult to understand if the aufuors do not give new ages since 1994. 
Mafic to (Marti et al., each 
with an important pe­
riod of mafic volcanism in their Fig. 2). This is true for the post-
caldera Pico Viejo-Teide fonnation (Navarro and but not for 
In the fonnations 
are defmed, the mafic rocks are more frequent at the top of the Diego 
Hernfmdez and there are almost no mafic lavas in the and 
Ucanca sections et al., 1994, Fig. 3). Nor are these cycles well estab-
lished on the southern flank of the Cafiadas edifice, where several tens of 
pal,eosols, are These are older 
from southeast (0.15-0.6 to the southwest (up to 1.5-1.7 There is 
no conclusive evidence to prove that some or none) of these pyroclastic 
levels are collapse events. 
Vertical and/or Lateral The characteristics of the result-
calderas theoretically differ but in Tenerife the choice 
remains The volcanological structures are incomplete, 
because the northern part of the caldera wall is lacking. Are the nonnal ring 
and volcanic ocean 
faults (incomplete and scarce) observed in the south Las Cafiadas caldera 
wall faults of a vertical or instead the 
end of great listric faults at the base of an avalanche caldera? The geo-
data that the caldera comprise several separate depres-
but from these data it is not easy to deduce if the 
collapses were vertical or lateral, how many took place, or if the 
depressions deal with the It is not demonstrated that the 
faults (nonnal were active at the time inferred for the fonnation 
of the three calderas. At the base of the Tigaiga massif, the only 
preserved part of me Las Cafiadas edifice in the northern sector of the 
there is a polygenic breccia (Bravo, 1962) by Ancochea 
et al. (1990 and 1995) as a debris avalanche deposit. It is overlain by 2.3 Ma 
flows. Thus it marks an old lateral collapse 
no vertical collapse 
Relations Between Vertical and 
gave an age of about 1 Ma for their U canca caldera 
related this collapse to the fonnation of the Gilimar valley, outside of the 
Cafiadas edifice. Ancochea et al. demonstrated that this valley, 
avalanche from the ,-,uu'�JLU.lJ.LJ.) 
younger than 0.84 Ma. Thus the tvvo events cannot be associated. 
Marti et al. gave an age of 0.57 Ma 
et al., to me final phonolite of the cycle 
caldera). Ancochea et al. (1995) measured these phonolite at about 0.90 Ma, 
and Marti et al. found another phonolite to date from 
0.80 Ma. the age of the suggested Guajara caldera could be older 
than that inferred by Marti et al. On the other the age of the 
La Orotava valley, <0.78 Ma or <0.73 Ma (Ibarrola 
et al., is not constrained. in this case, the tennpc)ral 
coincidence betvveen the tvvo is not evident. there are no 
direct measurements for the 
the fonnation of Las Cafiadas caldera, Ancochea et al. (1990) proposed an 
age of about 0.15 Ma, which agrees with the estimation of <0.20 Ma from 
Watt and Masson (1995). The Icod valley-Diego Herruindez caldera simul­
taneity remains to be corroborated. 
In brief, the existence of three mafic-salic cycles and the ages of the 
three lateral and suggested vertical collapses are The coinci­
dence in time and the connection betvveen vertical and lateral collapses in 
Tenerife are not demonstrated. The point of the calcu-
lated model by Marti et al. 3A) is certainly too simple and does 
not reflect the internal structure of the Las Cafiadas edifice at the time con­
the result of a very long and VViB...,JLVA 
prc)Oo:sed model is but me existence in 
Islands of very frequent lateral collapses without connection 
with caldera breccia El Golfo in El 
is not to generate 
slides. It is certainly too early to extend this model to other volcanic 
Reunion Island included, where the existence and, the simul-
of the tvvo types of are not clearly demonstrated. The 
"Grand Brule-Enclos" system may be rp"''lr'1prl 
from a seaward landslide 1990). 
a single system derived 
In any case, it is valuable that a part of the geological community 
concerned with Tenerife now considers avalanche processes in the evolu­
tion of the Las Cafiadas after a long time of denying their 1 rn"TV,,'t'l11"P 
(Marti et 
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